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Cover : Jules-Germain Olivier (French, 1869-1940), Study of a Corinthian Column Capital, c. 1890, pencil, watercolor on paper, 37 3/4 x 26”

The grandeur of Jules-Germain’s watercolor of a Corinthian column capital stacked on a plinth among the hills of Ancient Rome was 
stamped concours d’emulation by his professor and bode well for his advancement in the 10-year training program at the École des 

Beaux-Arts in Paris. 

Claude-Claire Niépce (French), Plan Géometrique d’un Domaine situé à Corcelles (Besancenot), 1788
ink, pencil, watercolor on paper, 24 3/4 x 40”

Claude-Claire Niépce was a land commissioner in his hometown of Chalon-sur-Saone. This drawing, dated 1788, is a cadastral plan, a 
notarized document that registered the shape, size and ownership division of each land parcel with specific crop use listed in a legend.   
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Jules-Germain Olivier (French, 1869-1940), A winery: elevation, cross section and floor plan, c. 1890, watercolor on paper, 38 3/4 x 25 3/4”

In this drawing Olivier adheres to the traditional compositional formula of a three-tiered view of a structure, in this case a winery.  The 
structure is cavernous in keeping with its purpose to lower interior temperatures.  As the plan indicates, the large central space was 

reserved for the enormous fermentation vats, while the side aisles of the building were used for storing the wine-filled barrels, some of 
which are shown in the cut-away view at the middle left of the sheet.
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This eclectic collection of works on paper comprises studies, plans, designs and land surveys made 

by professional architects, surveyors, landowners as well as students of architecture.  The architectural and 

garden projects illuminate the skill required in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries to 

convey the beauty of their techniques and the engineering behind their designs.  

Land surveys were created as presentation drawings to document the exact placement of every 

tree, water feature and arable plot of a family’s property.

Among the architectural designs in this collection, there is a range of style, period and purpose of 

use.  Many drawings were created by students mastering the techniques required by the intensive program 

at the École des Beaux-Arts.  Others are fully executed diagrams, created in a professional architectural 

studio, to illustrate the engineering of glass windows, steel roof structures and wood floors.  Still others are 

studies and sketches; decorative elements of existing important buildings, details of ancient mosaics seen 

while traveling, a Utopian dome design, and ideas for crown moldings, columns and wall reliefs.

The landscape drawings are original design proposals for formal gardens.  Plans, sections and 

elevations show an interesting variety of influences and trends in landscape design, from the Italianate to 

the Picturesque.  The cultural history for each project drawing is unique.

Today, architects and landscape designers create projects with the benefit of computer-aided 

design programs faster and with infinite ability to edit.  By contrast, the permanence of the historical works 

on paper in this collection, as we view them centuries later, allows us to understand their integrity through 

an artistic lens.

Margo Hudson
May 2019

ARCHITECTURE & GARDENS
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British, Garden Plan with Bowling Green and Canal, 1763, 
ink on paper, 16 x 10 1/2”

British, Design for a Rocaille Fountain and Tank, 18th century, 
ink, watercolor on paper, 12 3/4 x 7 7/8”

This pair of English garden plans were drawn in a naive hand in brown ink touched with red watercolor to suggest rocaille. The bold 
geometry of the plan, dated 1763, features a prominent central bowling green surrounded by a temple, a canal, and a large house with a 

courtyard. The accompanying drawing shows a plan for a decorative loggia and bridge of rocaille.
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Lyver (French), Land Survey, 1779, ink, watercolor on paper, 7 1/2 x 9 1/2”

This charming, informative land survey, dated August 15, 1779, depicts a large country house surrounding a courtyard overlooking 
formal parterre gardens in the bottom right corner.  Most of the sheet is dotted with trees, old forests and open farmed fields, 
delineated by shades of green.  A river with islands meanders across the land and page, separating the village from the domain. 
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French, Jardin Anglais: Project for an English Landscape Garden, c. 1785, ink, watercolor on paper, 11 x 21 7/8”

This French drawing from circa 1785, titled Jardin Anglais, features an elongated lawn packed with elements of the new rage in English 
landscape design: winding paths revealing a rich variety of specimen trees along open and woodland vistas, follies such as a tempietto, an 
obelisk, a tented pavilion, a rusticated castle and a grotto. The narrow plan of the house gives careful consideration to the specific views 
from each room, some overlooking the new English park garden and others toward the quiet geometry of traditional  box parterres. 
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Flemish, late 18th century, Project for a Landscape Garden near Schellebelle, ink, watercolor on paper, 18 x 20 1/2”

The location of this English landscape garden is suggested by an inscription on the verso of the drawing mentioning the name 
Schellebelle.  The measurements are in Antwerp feet, indicating its proximity to Antwerp.  The inscriptions on the far left label two lots 
belonging to the lease holder.  The adjacent lot is inscribed “Potasie hof ” or kitchen garden.  The four main vistas are drawn in dotted 

lines; three originate from the main house, bottom center, and one from the center of the garden to the right.  All the vistas have a focal 
point, a building or garden fabrique.
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François Leonard Seheult (French, 1771-1840), Plan of Villa and Parterres, c. 1800, pencil, ink, watercolor on paper, 14 x 19 7/8”

Born in 1771 into a family of Nantes architects, François Leonard Seheult, nicknamed “the Roman,” was the son of the architect Seheult 
who made the city plan of Nantes in 1754.  Between 1786 and 1789, he took classes at the Royal Academy of Architecture in Paris, 

where he was one of the favorite students of Marie-Joseph Peyre, the king’s architect.  Seheult went on a research trip to Italy and came 
back with drawings of city houses, country houses, and fragments of garden structures and decorations.  When he returned to Nantes, 

he began his career as an architect; his main works in the neoclassical style are the Hotels de Prales (1797), de la Brosse (1816), Seheult 
(1824), and the Hotel de la rue Herronniere as well as several country houses around Nantes.  
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Leon Dufourny (French, 1754-1818), Plan for an Italianate Garden and Villa, watercolor on paper, two attached sheets: 10 1/2 (11 1/4) x 17 1/4”

Leon Dufourny was a French neoclassical architect.  He was commissioned by the French Republic and the King of Naples, to travel in 
Sicily (1787-1794) and draw the ancient Greek temples. A student of Julien David Le Roy, Dufourny was elected to the Academy of Fine 

Arts in 1796. He founded a museum of the history of architecture in his native Paris.
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The Cathedral Basilica of the Assumption of Mary in Poreč (Parenzo), Croatia is an excellent example of early Byzantine architecture. 
Arnaud created these studies from the marble inlay and mosaics that surround the central apse, elements which date to the 6th century.

Charles Arnaud (French, 1847-1930)
Parenzo, Pavage de la nef laterale droite del la basilique

pencil, watercolor on paper, 9 x 13”

Charles Arnaud (French, 1847-1930)
Parenzo, Pavage de la nef laterale gauche del la basilique

pencil, watercolor on paper, 9 x 11 1/2”

Charles Arnaud (French, 1847-1930)
Parenzo, Details de la Basilique

pencil, watercolor, gouache on paper, 12 5/8 x 19 1/8”
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Charles Arnaud (French, 1847-1930), Gare d’Orsay, c. 1900, pencil, ink, watercolor on paper, 17 7/8 x 25 3/8”

Charles Arnaud most likely drew this floor plan and elevation of the train station Gare D’Orsay after its completion in 1900 by his 
contemporary, architect Victor Laloux. The Gare D’Orsay was completed in time for the Exposition Universelle, a world’s fair in Paris, 

later that year. The station was notable for both it’s Beaux-Arts construction, designed to relate to the nearby Louvre and Tuileries, and 
as the first station designed specifically for the new electrically powered trains that connected the country. 
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French, Coffered Ceiling Design, late 19th century
pencil, ink, bistre, watercolor on paper, 10 x 12 5/8”

French, Coffered Ceiling Design, late 19th century
pencil, ink, bistre, watercolor on paper, 10 3/4  x 13 1/4”
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French, Design for Colored Stone Mosaic, early 19th century
ink, watercolor on paper, 9 7/8 x 8”

French, Design for Colored Stone Mosaic, early 19th century
ink, watercolor on paper, 10 x 8”
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Italian School
Architectural Details, c. 1800

ink, lavis (wash), gouache on paper
6 x 8 1/4”
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Italian School
Architectural Details, c. 1800

ink, lavis (wash), gouache on paper
6 x 7”, 8 1/8 x 6”, 6 x 8 1/4”
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French, Study of Crown Molding and Wall Relief Decoration, 19th century, ink, wash on paper, 23 x 15 5/8”
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E. Hillèreiruy, Column Study, 1898, ink, bistre wash on paper, 25 1/4 x 18”
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François Verly (French, 1760 - 1822), Utopian Dome, ink, watercolor on paper, 17 3/8 x 22 3/4”

François Verly trained at the Royal Academy of Architecture in Paris and won the Grand Prix de Rome twice. During the French 
Revolution he was the city architect in his hometown of Lille. A champion of neoclassical design, he became Napoleon’s architect 

in Antwerp.
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Jean-Baptiste Plantar (French, 1790-1879), Fountain Design, pencil on paper, 11 3/8 x 16 1/2”

Jean-Baptiste Plantar was a draftsman and sculptor and the last ar tist to receive the title of “sculpteur des Bâtiments du Roi.” He worked 
at the Palais Royal in Paris and the Château de Versailles for King Louis Philippe. The museum of the Château de Versailles owns a large 

group of drawings from Plantar’s studio.
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Théodore olivier (1821-1899) and Jules-Germain olivier (1869-1940):

archiTecTural ProJecTs and comPeTiTion drawinGs for The École des Beaux-arts

Théodore Olivier and his son Jules-Germain were both French architects trained in Paris at the École des 
Beaux-Arts at a time when Paris was the undisputed cultural center of Europe and the École the most powerful 
architectural institution in the world. Upon completion of their studies, they established their professional 
careers in the provincial cities of Toulouse and Montauban.   

Théodore, born in Paris in 1821, entered the École in 1842 where his professors were  Martin-Pierre 
Gauthier and Louis-Hippolyte Lebas, both former students of Napoleon’s architect Charles Percier and two 
of the last proponents of the Neoclassical style.  After leaving the École, Théodore joined the Commission des 

Monuments Historiques where he worked alongside Viollet-le-Duc on the repair of buildings damaged during 
the French Revolution.1 

In 1850, Théodore Olivier was named chief architect of the département of Tarn-et-Garonne, a 
region in southwestern France that includes the city of Toulouse; he maintained this position until 1874.  
It was in the neighboring town of Montauban where Théodore eventually established his practice 
and where he made the watercolor drawing depicting three views (plan, section and elevation) of a 
stable and farm complex marked with the inscription “A Montauban, le 22 juillet 1853, l’architecte du 
département, Th. Olivier.” 

Olivier’s son Jules-Germain was born in 1869 and enrolled in the École in 1890 as a student of 
Pierre-Joseph Esquié who had won the Grand Prix de Rome—the highest honor awarded an École 
student. Jules-Germain chose to train at the famous atelier of Gustave-Laurent Raulin, who had won 
several medals for building designs for the Paris Universal Expositions of 1878, 1889, and 1900.  Upon 
attaining his diploma from the école in 1903, Jules-Germain returned to Montauban and took up his 
father’s old post as official architect of the region.

1    The architect and theorist Eugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, an admirer of Gothic architecture and early proponent of 
structural rationalism, is primarily known today for his restoration of numerous French cathedrals, among them Nôtre Dame in 
Paris.
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What was it like to be a young student from the provinces at the prestigious École des Beaux-
Arts in Paris in the late nineteenth century?  For one thing, it was to feel the weight of history on one’s 
shoulders.  The École was the pedagogical wing of the Académie des Beaux-Arts, originally founded in 
1671 under royal imprimatur by Louis XIV’s building minister Colbert.  After passing a series of written 
and oral entrance exams in subjects that included mathematics, history, and descriptive geometry, the 
former aspirant entered the école as a student of the seconde classe, and attained credits or valeurs 
for possible promotion by participating  in a series of competitions known as the concours d’émulation.  
These monthly competitions took the form of either relatively rapid esquisses, in which the student 
was allowed twelve hours to complete the rough sketch of an assigned building;  or more intensive 
projets rendus, in which the student was given two months to complete a large-scale project, often 
comprising three finished drawings of a building in plan, section, and elevation.  Many of the drawings 
by Jules-Germain Olivier in this exhibition are labeled ‘concours d’émulation,’ including two lavis (wash) 
studies of the Porte de Senat and a Corinthian capital.  Although their subject matter suggests the 
persistence of classical and Renaissance styles as important components of the young architect’s 
education, their careful attention to detail and sense of color and movement indicate that achieving 
subtle affects with watercolor and wash was also a vital part of one’s training, a skill that could later be 
used to seduce prospective clients.

To remain a student of the École, one had to enter continually these monthly competitions.  
After earning enough credits from the École professors, who comprised the jury for the concours, 
the student was finally promoted to first class.  Among the drawings, which may have impressed the 
jury are two studies by Théodore from around 1840 of a pair of columns and a temple façade. These 
sheets display not only a proficient awareness of classical symmetry and proportion, but also a talent 
for modeling these forms and conveying their plasticity through subtle gradations of light and shadow 
in two dimensions (a talent that his son would later share).  

This student-teacher relationship was a product of a studio system that was connected but 
somewhat outside of the École itself, in that the studios were often run by former Grand Prix winners 
who, after completing a major state commission, would establish a studio to help younger architects in 
their quest to achieve similar goals.  Théodore’s teacher Lebas took over the studio of the Academician 
A.-L.-T. Vaudoyer and Jules-Germain’s teacher Raulin acquired his studio from Emile Vaudremer, who 
had trained, among others, the American architect Louis Sullivan.  The architect’s atelier was where 
the drafting tables were kept and, as such,  was the place where the students actually learned to draw.  
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Here, they were also subject to frequent 
critiques by their patrons, a practice that 
has evolved into the primary component 
of architectural education in the twenty-
first century. 

In Academic architectural circles, 
the term “composition” as we think 
of it (i.e., a term roughly equivalent to 
“drawing”), implied an almost religious 
sense of creating a balanced synthesis 
of individual parts that would ultimately 
result in a unified, rational, legible 
building.  It is as much a technique as a 
style. The École dictated that a sense of 
composition should be attained both in a 
building’s two-dimensional manifestation 
and its three-dimensional product. 
The yardstick by which the former 
was measured was that, from the two-
dimensional drawing, the viewer should 
be able to project him- or herself into 
the actual building.  

The Olivier father and son’s first-
class, prize-winning status (each had won 
competition medals at various stages in the process), coupled with the fact that they both came from 
famous ateliers would have been more than enough for them to find work in Paris. That both Oliviers 
chose to return and practice in Montauban, where the mere fact that one had been registered at the 
École would have guaranteed a plumb position, suggests that father and son were probably regarded 
with great respect by their departmental colleagues. 

Not that either had much time to bask in glory: there was much work to be done in the fast-
growing region of Tarn-et-Garonne, and each Olivier left the École at a heady moment in architectural 
history.  For Théodore, this period was just at the beginning of the Second Empire (1852-70), a regime 

Théodore Olivier (French, 1821-1899), Study of Columns, c. 1840
ink, lavis (wash) on paper, 23 1/4 x 17 7/8”
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remembered as much for its unprecedented urban transformations directed by Baron Haussman 
as for its promotion of bombastic architects like Charles Garnier.  Théodore’s work at Montauban 
demonstrates both an interest in maintaining established traditions and at the same time a keen 
grasp of the signs and symbols of modernity.  This combination can be seen in his project for a sleek 
railway complex which incorporates classical columns, innovative iron and glass construction, and 
regionally-inspired pointed wooden terminals, intended to serve as way- stations newly linking his 
fellow Montauban citizens with the glamour and excitement of Paris.  

Jules-Germain, on the other hand, began his career just at the dawn of the twentieth century, a 
time when the architectural preoccupations of the previous era—an obsession with modernity, speed, 
utility, and public works—had not only come to a head, but had been combined with a fascination for 
history and a perceived need to anchor the new with the old (a central characteristic of what came 
to be known as the “Beaux Arts” style). The younger Olivier’s student projects and professional works 
evince a temperament deeply steeped in these notions.  For example, one can observe a gorgeous 
watercolor rendering of a wine merchant’s complex and the design of a racetrack where the sense 
of speed and movement suggested by the building’s function is conveyed in its shape, its syncopated 
portico (which nevertheless still pays homage to classicism), and even in its hastily sketched-in trees, 
which appear to hover nervously around the building.

Taken as a whole, the Olivier drawings, which cannily combine tradition and innovation, new 
and old, serve to illustrate a sentence that Charles Baudelaire would write about “The Painter of 
Modern Life” in 1863: 

“By modernity I mean the ephemeral, the fugitive, the contingent, the half of art 
whose other half is the eternal and the immutable.”

Meredith Martin

Associate Professor of Art History, Department of Art History, and Institute of Fine Arts, NYU

(Much of the information in this excerpted text comes from three main sources: the Museum of 
Modern Art’s 1977 publication in conjunction with an exhibition on The Architecture of the École des Beaux 
Arts, edited by Arthur Drexler ; Jean-Michel Leniaud’s Répertoire des architectes diocésains du XIXe siècle, 
published by the École nationale des chartres in 2003, and Edmund Delaire’s Les Architectes Élèves de 
l’école des Beaux-Arts (1819-1893), which was reissued in 2004 with an introduction by Annie Jacques).
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Théodore Olivier (French, 1821-1899), Study of a Temple Facade, c. 1840, ink, lavis (wash) on paper, 21 1/4 x 25 3/8”

As a student at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris, Olivier mastered the rendering of classical architecture. Paramount to his training was 
the application of lavis (ink wash) to ar ticulate the mass of forms through the play of light and shade.  Note the soft sense of light on 
the rounded bases of the columns, and at the roof line where the triangular pediment’s raking shadow required an intricate shading of 

the triglyphs. 
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Jules-Germain Olivier (French, 1869-1940), Senate Door, c. 1890, pencil, ink, watercolor on paper, 35 7/8 x 22 1/4”

We know from the stamp at the lower center of the sheet that this watercolor was part of Olivier’s concours d’emulation at the École 
des Beaux-Arts in Paris during the late 1880s. We also note the signature and the professor’s name “G. Olivier. Atelier Raulin” in the 
bottom right hand corner. Befitting the requirements of a hallowed senate chamber entrance, Olivier produced an austere design in 

delicate graded washes, displaying his mastery of classical architectural vocabulary. 
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Théodore Olivier (French, 1821-1899), Stables and Barns: elevation, cross-section and plan, 1853, pencil, watercolor on paper, 23 7/8 x 22 3/4”

This sheet comprises a triple view-elevation, cut away, and plan of a stable and barn complex.  As Théodore Olivier was the 
departmental architect for the Montauban region, and the design includes a treasury (lower left, plan), we can presume that this drawing 
was part of a proposal for a municipal facility at a time when the horse had still not been replaced by railway service as the main mode 

of transportation.
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Jules-Germain Olivier (French, 1869-1940), Racetrack field house, c. 1890, ink, watercolor, 25 1/4 x 39 3/8”

This striking proposal for a racetrack field house exemplifies the ar tistry of Olivier’s Beaux-Arts training. Impressionistic watercolor 
washes evoke the nearby landscape and contextualize the multiple views of the building. The arrangement of the elevations with their 

corresponding floor plans on the large sheet is efficient and elegant.
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This drawing explains the engineering design of an ironwork truss, which formed part of the armature of the proposed building.  At 
left, we are given a detail of the truss in relation to the roofing, of the rain gutter (lower center), and of the methods of fastening 

architectural elements, such as the rounded coping at the edge of the roof line (upper left in orange).  At the lower right, the small plan 
view explains the installation of the windows of a lower level (vitrage inferieur).  Here, glass panes (shown in green) were mounted in 

between regularly-spaced iron i-beams.

Jules-Germain Olivier (French, 1869-1940), Ironwork, Details of the Roof Truss, c. 1905 ink, watercolor on paper, 24 1/2 x 36 1/2”
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Jules-Germain Olivier (French, 1869-1940), Ironwork, Details of 

the Rain Gutters, c. 1905, ink, watercolor on paper, 36 1/2 x 24 1/2”
Jules-Germain Olivier (French, 1869-1940), Ironwork, Details of 

the Floors, c. 1905, ink, watercolor on paper, 32 5/8 x 19”

Olivier provided technical diagrams for attaching flooring 
to the iron i-beams that secured the buildings’ substructure.  
The flooring has been fitted over brick vaulting positioned in 
between iron i-beams.  In the exact middle of the sheet, the 

flooring rests only on the i-beams.  The plan view at the lower 
left shows the wooden slats of the flooring were laid down in 

a herring-bone pattern.

As departmental architect in Montauban, Olivier was responsible 
for the design and the functional aspects of public structures.  

This dynamic sheet illustrates roof truss and rain gutter assembly.  
At the top, we see an overall view of the roof layout.  At bottom 
right, Olivier has shown a close-up of the wooden lattice work 

upon which was laid down orderly rows of slate shingles.
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Hugh Ferriss (1889-1962), working 
for Buchman & Kahn architects, was the most 
important and influential American architectural 
renderer of the early 20th century. He drew this 
original architect’s presentation rendering for 
the Scientific American Building at 24 West 40th 
Street in New York City, in charcoal on paper, 
signed and dated 1924 in red ink lower right. 
With the back of the New York Public Library 
shown at the left and the Josephine Shaw Lowell 
Memorial fountain to the right, the skyscraper 
had eighteen floors facing south Bryant Park. The 
building still stands and is a prominent design in 
midtown Manhattan.

The drawing was published in the 
architectural magazine, Pencil Points, Vol. V, No.12, 
December 1924, Plate XLV (pictured). An old 
exhibition label on the reverse reads “Thumb Tack 
Club of Detroit Fifth Annual Exhibition, Galleries 
of the Institute of Arts, Detroit, November 11-
26, 1925.” 

Many of Ferriss’s drawings are in the 
collection of the Cooper Hewitt. The Hugh 
Ferriss Architectural Drawings and Papers 
Collection at the Avery Library at Columbia 
University comprises 363 original drawings by 
Ferriss, donated to the institution after his death. 

Ely Jacques Kahn (1884-1972), the 
building’s architect, was a very prolific 20th 
century New York skyscraper designer. 

Hugh Ferriss (America, 1889-1962), Scientific American Building, 24 West 40th Street, New York City, c. 1924, charcoal on paper, 27 x 14 1/2”
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John Wenrich for Clinton & Russel Architects, drew this original architect’s presentation 
rendering for 70 Pine Street, New York City. It is signed and dated lower right, John Wenrich ‘32. 
The building opened to the public on May 13, 1932 to become the tallest building downtown and 
the third tallest building in the world after the Empire State and Chrysler buildings. 

70 Pine Street (60 Wall Street), was originally called the Cities Service Building (CITGO) 
and later the American International Building (AIG). One of the city’s greatest art deco buildings, 
the lobby may be the most extraordinary art deco interior in New York City. The building is now 
residential.

Wenrich was one of the greatest architectural perspectivists of the 20th century. Three of 
Wenrich’s beautiful proposal drawings were included in the 1996 exhibition Drawing The Future, 
drawings for the 1939 New York World’s Fair in the collection of the Museum of the City of New 
York.

The drawing is in excellent condition, having descended in the family of the supervising 
architect in the office of Clinton & Russel. The drawing is accompanied by some family 
documentation about the building’s opening.

Of all the types of architectural drawings, those for early skyscrapers are by far the 
rarest simply because there were so few buildings of this kind being built. Simultaneous with this 
drawing, Wenrich was also employed creating the original renderings for Rockefeller Center. He 
also drew presentation drawings for the 1933 Chicago Century of Progress Exposition and the 
1939 New York World’s Fair. 

Image; John C. Wenrich (America, 1894-1970), 70 Pine Street, New York City, 1932, watercolor, color pencil on board, 35 x 17”
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